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Abstract

In this work we study the existence and non-existence of coexistence states of the following Lotka-Volterra predator-

prey system with cross-diffusion


−∇

[
1

R(v)
∇u− uR′(v)∇v

R(v)[R(v) + g(v)]

]
= u(λ− u+ bv) in Ω,

−dv∆v = v(µ− v − cu) in Ω,

u = v = 0 on ∂Ω.

(0.1)

where Ω ⊂ RN , N ≥ 1, is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary, dv, b, c > 0 are positive constants,

R, g : [0,∞)→ R are functions of class C2,γ and C1,γ , 0 < γ < 1, respectively, such that

R(0) > 0 and g(s), R′(s) > 0, C ≥ R(s) ∀s ∈ [0,∞),

for some positive constant C. The above system was proposed in [1] and it is a particular version of the original

model proposed in [2]. From the ecological point of view the functions u and v denote the population densities of

the predator and prey, respectively, the left sides of the equations for u and v are dispersal (or diffusion) terms: the

first term contains the dispersal term of predator and the second one incorporates the dispersal term of prey, they

describe the spatial movement of species. The right sides are the classical predator-prey Lotka-Volterra reaction

functions. The term uR′(v)/(R(v)[R(v) + g(v)] is called cross-diffusion term, where R describes the turning rate

of predator and g describes the predator satiation. This is the main contribution of [2] in order to obtain a more

realistic model to describe the behaviour of predator-prey.

We use mainly bifurcation methods and a priori bounds. Actually, we extend the bifurcation result of [3] (see

also [4]) for semilinear systems to the quasilinear case (0.1). Thus, we give conditions on the parameters λ and µ

to ensure existence and non-existence of coexistence states. We also compare our results with the classical linear

diffusion predator-prey model. Our results suggest that when there is no abundance of prey, the predator needs to

be a good hunter to survive.
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